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**Quote of the Week**

Travelling tends to magnify all humans emotions.

*Peter Hoeg*

---

**PLATARAN MENTENG**

Meet the Guest: Mrs. Retno Marsudi & Party

The Indonesian Foreign Affair Minister, Mrs. Retno Marsudi with the Indonesian Ambassadors during an official lunch event as part of the minister effort to strengthen Indonesia’s partnerships with other countries.

**PLATARAN PRIVATE CRUISES**

Meet the Guest: Mrs. Dian & Family

The family truly enjoyed their cruising moment around the islands. From islands hopping, komodo spotting to snorkeling in some of the best underwater spots known for their unlimited beauties.

**ATLANTIS BEACHCLUB**

Just Happened: Food Testing

Every once in a while, the team gathered for a food testing and presentation training. It is not only to refresh the service but also to keep our team up to date with our current products.

---

**PLATARAN CANGGU**

Meet the Guest: Ms. Helen & Friends

As she finished her 5 days yoga retreat, Ms. Helen gave a little birthday surprise to her friend and celebrated together with our team.

**PLATARAN KOMODO**

Just Happened: Village Tour

The island has its most authentic hospitality and fascinating culture to offer to our guests as they visited the surrounding village and got to know the people and its community closer.

---

**PLATARAN DHRAMAWANGSA**

Just Happened: Group Gathering

Shen Yi Hg group capturing their moment after a hearty breakfast to start the day.

**PLATARAN UBUD**

Meet the Guest: Mr. Gianfranco & Family

A newly launched product presentation to the press by Wardah cosmetic.

---

**PLATARAN PUNCAK**

Just Happened: Corporate Outing

Taking over all villas for their healing event has made the property such a perfect place to be.

**PLATARAN MENJANGAN**

Meet the Guest: Mr. Azzini & Family

The family truly enjoyed their cruising moment around the islands. From islands hopping, komodo spotting to snorkeling in some of the best underwater spots known for their unlimited beauties.

---

**PLATARAN HERITAGE BOROBUDUR**

Just Happened: Corporate Meeting

Our in-house guest, Ms. Liatja who happened to have her birthday during her holiday.

---

**PLATARAN BOROBUDUR**

Just Happened: Birthday Party

Ms. Nadia celebrated her 20th birthday with her friends with joy and lots of food.

**PLATARAN COMODO**

Just Happened: Birthday Celebration

Irene & Rodney shared their moments of happiness to the ones they love.

---

**ATLANTIS ON THE ROCK**

Just Happened: Press Conference

A newly launched product presentation to the press by Wardah cosmetic.

**PATIO JAKARTA**

Just Happened: Corporate Outing

As she finished her 5 days yoga retreat, Ms. Helen gave a little birthday surprise to her friend and celebrated together with our team.

---

**PLATARAN HERITAGE BOROBUDUR**

Just Happened: Press Conference

One of Indonesian public figures, Mrs. Jennifer with her husband, a moment after experiencing our private cooking class.